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“DRIVERS RUNNING OFF WITH OUR SETTLE MONEY

Once again two serial offenders have dumped their vehicles surreptitiously in the
middle of the night after the booming Xmas and New Year bonanza and just walked
away owing us £675 and an unpaid Parking Ticket (the first one) and £370 the
second one. Serial ? Yes, both have track records we now find out and because 
there is no cooperation between operators. The sad thing is, you only find out later
when someone learns of the sudden departure and says: " Well, didn't you know?
he did that to so and so and so and so, he always does it."

We need a rule or rules to protect the operator or fleet owner from this behaviour.
Our cars cost us dearly in order to keep them in the condition demanded for the
Publics' Safety and the stringent quality controls implemented by SMBC. We
simply cannot afford to keep losing these amounts of money.

We need to be able to petition the Council with an application supported with 
evidence in double quick time, asking for e.g. A temporary suspension of the 
offenders licence taking away his ability to just jump in another firms car and carry on 
working whilst holding two fingers up to us. With due respect - we need to stop this! 

The terms of the suspension could be that as soon as he has paid the money back 
he can start work again.

Our present position with these two persons is a little more serious though: Both
have used deceptive excuses convincing our Manager to allow them to pay next
week because: you shall need to read a few texts our Manager has from these
two. Clearly conning him!

It is for these reasons we believe we shall be entitled to apply to the Council for
permission to present our evidence on these two drivers and at the same time
ask them to revoke both of their Hackney Driver's Licences on the grounds that
their behaviour was and is unbefitting that of a licensed Taxi Driver. In other words
dishonest ! Not suspend but revoke !”


